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Introduction: Students in the preclinical phase have adequate clinical exposure to normal physiological findings of clinical
examinations performed in healthy peers but do not have exposure to pathological findings other than theoretical knowledge, which
is challenging for students during the clinical phase of curricula in examining actual patients. Simulation based medical education
(SBME) has recently emerged to address this gap. This study aimed to assess performance and confidence level of simulation based
clinical examination of respiratory system in preclinical undergraduate medical students of a medical college.
Methods: A comparative cross-sectional study was conducted in the Department of Human Physiology of Medical College. All
second year medical students using purposive sampling were taken. Students were divided into three groups and subdivided into six
subgroups and each subgroup carried out examination in either healthy subjects or both healthy subjects and manikin. Predesigned
proforma was used for assessment of students and the clinical examination process was invigilated by certified physiologists.
Results: Students who received both simulation and conventional tutoring methods were able to accurately identify all lung sounds
better as compared to those with conventional tutoring with the percentage difference being maximum in identifying vesicular (29 vs
6), stridor (28 vs 6), and bronchial (25 vs 6) breath sounds and least in identifying coarse crackles (3 vs 2). Majority (39 out of 41) of the
students receiving SBME of respiratory systemwere satisfied with the simulation based practice and 34 of those students were even
confident on clinical examination.
Conclusion: SBME increases performance status and confidence level in medical students. A practical curriculum can be planned
to incorporate simulation based clinical examination in preclinical medical students in practical sessions.
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Introduction

One of the fundamental clinical skills to be acquired by medical
students is the ability to carry out various systemic examinations
and differentiate between physiologic and pathologic findings.
Integrating clinical skills during preclinical years can improve

confidence, performance, and enables students to do better dur-
ing clinical rotations[1,2]. In many developing countries, the
exposure to clinical examination skills starts from their pre-
clinical years enabling students to appreciate the physiological
findings. Pathological findings are explained theoretically in these
sessions. The success of these teaching methods is reliant on the
student’s capacity to successfully engage with the material and
create a mental image of the situation, which can be challenging
for undergraduate medical students with limited clinical experi-
ence of actual patients[3]. When the students start their clinical
rotation and come in contact with patients, they get exposed to
the pathological findings. Although the best way to acquire
clinical skills is at the patient’s bedside, it is limited by a relatively
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large student-to-patient ratio, the complexity of clinical pre-
sentations, the inconvenience of repeated physical examinations
on patients with advanced diseases and the existence of sudden
outbreaks of contagious diseases, like COVID-19[4]. These lim-
itations have added to the need of finding a means to supplement
authentic clinical experience, which can be achieved with simu-
lations of varying fidelity[5–8].

Simulation-based medical education (SBME) with deliberate
practice has surfaced to be superior than traditional clinical
education in various countries[9]. Simulation provides facilitators
with the ability to deliver training in a controlled, more stan-
dardized environment under a variety of conditions, including
uncommon or high-risk scenarios and allows facilitators with
better opportunity for feedback, evaluation of performance, and
competency due to the objectively standard scenarios
presented[2,10,11]. The manikins used in medical education have
undergone significant advances in recent years, which can be
programmed to reflect various physiological signs and to respond
to procedures performed by the students, so when used appro-
priately, participant engagement, learning and reflection on
practice are heightened[3,6,12,13]. Various country’s Medical
Councils encourage and accredit simulation-based learning
whenever possible[14,15]. The role of SBME in preclinical years for
clinical examination of respiratory system in countries with low
socio economic status like Nepal has not been widely studied.
This study aimed to assess performance and confidence level of
simulation based clinical examination of respiratory system in
preclinical undergraduate medical students of a medical college in
Kathmandu.

Methods

A comparative cross-sectional study was conducted in the
Department of Human Physiology of a medical college. Tenth
batch, second yearMBBS students meeting inclusion criteria who
agreed to participate in the study were included in the study.
Absentees during the tutorial session of practical class regarding
the respiratory system examination were excluded from the
study. The conventional practical session carried out in our
institution had 10–15 min of discussion on the theoretical aspect
of respiratory system examination followed by demonstration of
clinical examination of respiratory system by the faculty.

For study purposes, the students were broadly divided into
three groups A, B, and C as per the practical session of the college
and then each group was subdivided as A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and
C2. On day one of the practical session, students were briefed on
the respiratory system examination. Then, the first subgroup (A1)
carried out examination in a healthy subject and the second
subgroup (A2) carried out examination in a healthy subject as
well as in a manikin. To ensure that the peer subjected to
examination during the practical was healthy, the faculty, who is
a certified physiologist, examined him prior to the students and
subject without any signs and symptoms of respiratory ailments
were chosen. The manikin used was medium-fidelity manikin
manufactured by Nasco Lifeform. Similar patterns were done for
groups B and C. The healthy subject taken in each group was one
of their peers in each subgroup. On the second day of practical’s,
all students were evaluated on the preprogrammed manikin to
identify various lung sounds.

Assessment was done using predesigned proforma where all
the students with or without simulation were asked to identify
normal and abnormal breath sounds in the preprogrammed
manikin. This process was observed and scored by an invigilator,
a certified clinical physiologist, who would present during the
process to record the student’s performance. The proforma used
for this assessment was designed by the research team based on
their experience and rigorous study of the literature. The two
physiologists who were involved in the assessment process were
previously trained by the principal investigator. Following that,
group with simulation study were additionally asked to fill out
questionnaire forms prepared with the help of similar studies
done previously for assessing performance and confidence level in
identifying both normal and pathological breath sound[11].
Validation of the questionnaire was done in 20 students of the
senior batch and the results were not incorporated into the
results.

Approval from the Institution Review Committee (IRC) of our
institution was obtained with Reg no 705 dated November 2022.
Administrative approval was taken from the principal. Informed
consent was taken from each participant. Anonymity of the
participants was maintained. Data was collected between 18th
and 27th January 2023. Data was entered and analyzed using
MS-Excel 2010. Frequency and percentages were calculated for
data analysis.

This article has been registered with UIN in the research reg-
istry and has been reported in line with the strengthening the
reporting of cohort, cross-sectional and case–control studies in
surgery (STROCSS) criteria[16].

Results

A total of 80 students were included in the study as 20 students
were either absent during the tutorial session or in the assessment
phase of the study, and were therefore excluded. Of the 80 par-
ticipants, 41 students were exposed to the simulation based
practical session in addition to the conventional tutoring on
respiratory system examination, while the remaining 39 students
were only tutored with the conventional methods.

Students with simulation based practical sessions were able to
identify various pathological breath sounds more accurately as
compared to conventional methods only as shown by (Fig. 1).
The number of participants correctly identifying various breath
sounds in conventional tutoring with simulation students versus
conventional tutoring only students were compared (Fig. 1).
Vesicular breath sounds (29 vs 6), stridor (28 vs 6), and bronchial
(25 vs 6) breath sounds were identified four times more; wheeze
(31 vs 14) more than twice; and pleural rub (17 vs 9) almost twice
more accurately by simulation with conventional tutoring group,
as compared to conventional tutoring only students. Coarse
crackles (3 vs 2) followed by fine crackles (15 vs 10) were the two
lung sounds where the difference in identification was the least
(Fig. 1).

All students with SBME exposure wished to integrate simula-
tion based clinical examination as shown by (Table 1). One stu-
dent did not find the facilitator conducting the simulation suitable
to the way he/she learnt.

Assessing the confidence about simulation-based sessions
(Table 2), 36 students with simulation along with conventional
tutoring were confident in applying clinical skills learnt during
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simulation practical to real life clinical situations. Regarding
mastering the content taught in simulation study, nine were
neutral.

Discussion

Knowledge of clinical sciences and ability to identify it during
clinical practice is the basis of clinical examination in medical
practice. Our study shows that additional simulation on manikin
helped students in identifying breath soundsmore accurately than
those with conventional tutoring only by more than four times in
identifying vesicular, bronchial sounds, and stridor. There was
not much difference in identifying fine and coarse crackles as
those with simulation tutoring were confused in differentiating
fine and coarse crackles suggesting that more focus should be
given during tutoring in differentiating crackles. Majority of
students with simulation based clinical examination of respira-
tory system were satisfied with simulation based practice and
even were confident in identifying the pathological sounds as in
concordance with the study by Mirza MB et al.[11], although a
single participant was not satisfied with simulation based practice
in respect to simulation study conducted as students’ way of
learning and very few participants were not confident in diag-
nosing pathology even after simulation based practice in context
of developing required skills, accomplishing learning objectives,
and mastering content of simulation study.

A similar simulation based study by Nassif J. et al.[17] showed
that hybrid simulation of clinical breast examination improved
the sensitivity of pathological breast lesion identification, show-
ing the advantage of simulation in clinical practice.

A quantitative meta-analysis by McGaghie et al.[9] comparing
the effectiveness of SBME with traditional clinical education
methods showed the effect size of 0.71 (95% CI: 0.65–0.76;
P< 0.001) in achieving specific clinical skill, which showed that
SBME is very effective in achieving clinical skills.

Another study on medical students by Nuzzo A et al.[18]

showed that students with clinical skills simulation based training
scored higher than their counterparts even though exposure was
1 year before exam showing simulation training could be effective
even in the long term. Similarly study by Arangalage D et al.[19], a
simulation based CVS examination showed increased apprecia-
tion and appreciation increased from first to second year showing
the importance of repeated simulation programmes.

A study by Butter et al. and McKinney et al. showed that
tutorial class along with simulation based auscultation training
had improved accuracy and outcomes during examination of real
patients signifying SBME as an effective educational strategy
tool[20,21].

A randomized controlled trial by Schroedl et al.[22] showed
that residents with SBME performed significantly better in
assessing knowledge and skills in the medical intensive care unit
(MICU) and SBME could be a valuable adjunct to the residents in
addition to standard clinical training of MICU.

A review study by Akaike et al.[23] showed that SBME was
effective in integrating clinical and basic medicine, which is the
main purpose of SBME and even use of technology in simulation
training led to improvement in behaviors, skills, knowledge, and
even patient related outcomes.

Contrary to our findings, one quasi-experimental pilot study
conducted by Martins et al.[24] comparing various domains for
respiratory system clinical examination using high fidelity simu-
lator mannequin reported no statistical difference in performance
score of medical students with better results in human subjects.
Martins et al.[24] used standardized patients in their research
whereas in our study the subjects were healthy peers of the same
group of students, also the medical students in their research were
in third year which in our study were second year students which
could have resulted in this difference.

The group with simulation were asked to fill out questionnaire
forms for assessing confidence level in identifying both normal
and pathological breath sound, which was not done for the
conventional teaching, which is a major limitation of our study as
we did not assess confidence of the conventional group and
compare it with the simulation group. The scoring of perfor-
mance was based on a dichotomous scale so students could have a
positive response bias that might have affected the result. The
study was conducted for the respiratory system so it cannot be

Figure 1. Distribution of correct responses for identification of the various lung
sounds during assessment (N=80). (Conventional tutoring only N=39,
simulation with conventional tutoring N= 41).

Table 1
Satisfaction about simulation-based session (N=41)

SN Statement SDA N DA N N N A N SA N

1 The integration of simulation with manikin for clinical skills teaching method was effective in achieving the learning objectives of the session 0 0 0 20 21
2 The integration of simulation with manikin for clinical skills teaching method was well organized in terms of scheduling and planning 0 0 5 13 23
3 The facilitators gave me clear instructions of what is expected from me during this session 0 0 2 14 25
4 The integration of simulation with manikin for clinical skills teaching method were motivating me to learn 0 0 4 23 14

Sufficient guidance was given to me by the facilitator before I performed on simulation 0 0 0 25 16
6 The way my facilitators conducted the simulation was suitable to the way I learn 0 1 1 11 28
7 The integration of simulation with manikin for the clinical skills teaching method helped me to link theory to practice 0 0 2 18 21

A, agree; DA, disagree; N, neutral; SA, strongly agree; SDA, strongly disagree.
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generalized to other system examinations (cardiovascular/neu-
rosensory/gastrointestinal). The final score could be affected by
recall bias while examining the respiratory system.

Conclusion

Students with additional simulation tutoring were able to identify
all breath sounds more accurately as compared to those with
conventional tutoring. Majorities of the students receiving
simulation based clinical examination of respiratory system were
satisfied with the simulation based practice and gained confidence
on clinical examination. A practical curriculum can be planned in
such a way that simulation sessions can be incorporated in the
teaching learning method. Further study is required to find
whether simulation study inmanikin is as effective as study in real
patients.
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